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Abstract: 

This paper examines what factors influence a government’s ability to be effective and 
responsive in the context of the British Petroleum Oil Spill.  A case study of the response 
of three counties in Florida was conducted, resulting in the creation of a government 
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different levels of government greatly impacted the quality of response. Environmental 
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I. Introduction 

In the end of April, 2010, a British Petroleum oil rig began leaking thousands of 

gallons of crude oil into the Gulf of Mexico. The oil continued gushing into the gulf for 

three months after the initial spill, threatening the coastlines of numerous counties all the 

way from Texas to Florida. The oil moved towards the coast in all directions, threatening 

underwater life, fishing grounds, and beaches beloved by tourists. All levels of 

government, but particularly local governments, responded by mobilizing to protect the 

waters and beaches of the Gulf coast. 

 County governments proved a crucial factor in organizing the relief efforts. Each 

county had to create a protection plan and then get it approved by British Petroleum. All 

counties responded very differently, but the variation in response of three contiguous 

counties on Florida’s Coast—Franklin, Gulf, and Wakulla County—was particularly vast. 

Franklin County performed very well. The county reacted proactively by setting up a 

special commission to deal with the spill and, as a result, had its initial booms deployed 

by May 25th (Swoboda 2010). This contrasts with both Gulf and Wakulla counties, which 

took longer to get plans approved and implemented. Along with other factors—money 

received from BP, the amount of community support and volunteers mobilized—Franklin 

County handily outperformed both of the other counties. What caused these differences? 

The most obvious factors—wealth, education and racial makeup—are surprisingly all 

equal in these three areas, so they could not have caused the differences in response. 

There are a number of reasons why Franklin County was successful, but the paradoxical 

finding that the larger coalition government achieved the most success in the cleanup 

effort stands out as particularly significant. Franklin County, working against all normal 
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assumptions of “big government”, was able to work far more quickly because of the large 

coalitions they built. The underpinnings of this result—of big coalitions being more 

effective—lies primarily in the amount of social capital present in each county and the 

strength of relationships with different levels of governmental officials each county had. 

Examining what exactly caused disparities in local government responses to the BP Oil 

Spill exposes the importance of these factors. This study looks at this question by asking 

why each government acted differently and if it was due to factors within local 

government or, instead, external factors?  

II. Literature Review 

The most relevant streams of literature to my research question about 

governmental effectiveness are social capital literature and intergovernmental lobbying 

research. I will first examine social capital theory, and then turn to intergovernmental 

lobby work before commenting on how this paper can contribute to the previous 

literature. 

 Social capital theory describes how governments perform best in areas where 

there are strong traditions of civic engagement. There has been evidence of correlation 

between variables like church membership and other group affiliations, which function as 

proxy measurements of social capital, with not only how much citizens participated in 

government, but how well the government did its job—from delivering mail, to 

interacting with constituents (Putnam, 1993).  While the initial study of social capital was 

conducted in Italy, many scholars have followed up on this research and found it to be 

applicable to other democracies. A “strong link between civicness and government 

performance” exists even in the United States (Rice&Samberg, 1997, 113). 
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While a correlation between social capital and government effectiveness exists, 

this does not mean that increasing social capital increases government effectiveness. 

Studies done in Germany and the United States examined if efforts to increase social 

capital would be a successful approach in increasing government responsiveness. While 

Tavits indicates that social capital does make for better government, she also suggests 

that governments should try to be as effective as possible, regardless of social capital 

resources. (Tavits, 2006). One thing remains undeniable: social capital’s potential to 

influence how well government can work.  

There are many different ways in which governments can be seen as “cultivating 

social capital”, like creating a highly participatory electorate. Besley and Burgess (2002) 

concluded that a more informed electorate causes the government to not only be more 

responsible, but more effectual (Besley & Burgess, 2002). Areas where these vehicles to 

inform the electorate exist—like non-profit groups or associations that citizens can join—

have more effective governments. This explains why examining the influence of local 

groups is important, because they play this key role in cultivating social capital and 

contributing to government effectiveness. Case studies of various court systems also 

demonstrate how participation could affect responsiveness of governments. Researchers 

found that “direct communication of citizen preferences to public officials is essential 

component of the representational linkage,” (Kuklinski & Stange, 1979, 1094). This 

further supports the need to examine the mechanisms for mobilization in each of the 

counties, to see if having more of these mechanisms truly leads to more responsive 

government. 
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Social capital is not just a resource that simply exists and, by just existing, enacts 

change. Specific leaders play a critical role in cultivating social capital. Leaders of social 

movements can “forge..a community and mobilize its resources,” (Ganz 2010, 2). In 

areas where there may not have previously been much “social capital” to be used, leaders, 

by inspiring a community and binding them together in order to mobilize them on 

specific issues, can create social capital to be utilized for various purposes (Ganz 2010).  

Social capital theory also considers the importance of individuals in the model as well—

not just the existence of various groups and communities that can mobilize people. 

Between accounting for this role of specific leaders and explaining how government 

effectiveness can be linked to the existence of other social groups/communities that 

encourage a more active voter base, the past research would indicate that social capital is 

a main factor that could influence governmental response to the oil spill.  

I hypothesize that Franklin County had more social capital than both Wakulla and 

Gulf counties and tapped into said social capital to enable the government to work better 

and more quickly.  

Part B: The Intergovernmental Lobby 

 Intergovernmental relations can be defined as all of the interactions between 

various levels of government and, even within these levels of government, between 

different departments of government. The current system of federalism, containing 

multiple governments on different levels, arose over many years. As the amount of duties 

demanded from government expanded, so did the federalist system. These various 

governmental bodies cannot be expected to cover every duty that needs to be met, so 

“large complex networks of interdependent action” arose (Beers, 1973, 54). Essentially, 
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each level of government is dependent on the other to act.  When academics closely 

examine these relationships on a smaller scale, they find connections between different 

levels matter. Researchers, after looking at local government in Maryland, found that the 

means of communication were much more informal because there are no institutionalized 

rules for these interactions. Rather, the “relationship undergoes constant change, 

producing informal, fluid relations” (Reeves, 1974, 38). This shows how there are not 

only different levels of government dependent on each other, but that the state of these 

relations is always changing. Furthermore, because all levels of government share various 

interests (like the need to respond in disaster situations), intergovernmental systems are 

“inherently unstable”—each level is always going to be conflicting and competing with 

each other (Anton, 1985, 91). 

 While conflict always exists between different levels of government, disaster 

response situations, like the BP Oil Spill, force varying levels of government to directly 

interact. Issues arise from these interactions--administrators on both state and federal 

levels have more significance due to the fact that they facilitate communication and make 

many policy decisions, causing a sort of fragmentation between administrators based on 

their varying willingness to work with locals (Wright, 1972). These interactions put much 

of the power in the hands of administrators controlling interactions between state and 

federal levels with local officials (Wright, 1972).  

 Natural disaster responses, in particular, highlight these intergovernmental 

interactions. Currently, when responding to natural disasters, there is a “bottom-down 

response effort”. Protocol designates locals as the first responders and the best equipped 

to know their areas’ needs right after a disaster (Schneider, 2008, 8). A slow response to a 
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disaster is usually due to basic miscommunications between different levels of 

government (Schneider 2008). Quite clearly, the interaction between varying levels of 

government is highly pertinent when examining how effective local governments were in 

responding to the oil spill.  

 I believe that the relationships that Franklin County managed to cultivate within 

various levels of government allowed them to be better when responding to the Oil Spill. 

Whether or not this factor was just as important, more important or less important than 

social capital or other factors remains to be seen.  

III. Data and Methods 

This project relies on a case study of three counties located in the panhandle of 

Florida—Wakulla, Gulf and Franklin counties. The aim in studying these three counties 

is to not only judge which factors can impact government performance, but to also 

provide insights for policymakers about what needs to be done to better prepare for the 

next disaster.  

These three counties were selected for a variety of reasons. They are all 

contiguous counties in the panhandle of Florida with similar income levels, high school 

and college graduation rates, and population levels, as seen in Chart 1.0 (“Wakulla Quick 

Facts”).  

Chart 1.0: County Comparisons 

Factor Wakulla Gulf Franklin 

Population 30,776 15,863 11,549 

% White 82.0% 78.1% 82.6% 

%Black 14.5% 18.7% 13.8% 
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% HS Grads 84.1% 75.5% 79.8% 

%College Grads 17.3% 13.4% 19.3% 

Median Household 
Income 

$48,022 $35,656 $33,956 

Homeownership 
Rate 

83.8% 78.6% 65.9% 

Land Area (sq mi) 606.42 miles 564.01 miles 534.73 

 

Obviously, the counties are not identical—Franklin County is considerably smaller, for 

instance. While not all factors can be controlled for, the disparities evened out in the 

composite—Franklin is smaller, but more educated. The basic overall similarities made 

the counties possible cases because obvious explanations for any disparity in response—

wealth or population or education rates—were ruled out. Then, after examination of local 

papers and the coverage of the oil spill, it was found that there was a disparity in response 

from county to county. Studying these three counties allowed me to examine the role of 

other factors, like social capital, in government response to the spill. 

Part B: Data Collection 

 I used an in-depth case study of each of the chosen counties to ascertain and 

analyze differences in response to the Spill. Secondary sources were collected, including 

newspaper articles from local newspapers such as the The Appalachian Times, The 

Wakulla News, The Star, and The Panama City examiner, county reports and county 

commission transcripts, and minutes from chamber of commerce meetings. These 

secondary sources gave a general picture of each county’s responses.  

I also conducted interviews with county officials and local influential community 

members such as county commissioners, county emergency planners, local fishermen, 
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newspaper reporters and representatives from various environmental organizations. 

Snowball sampling was used to find more participants who would provide useful insight. 

Fifteen interviews were conducted in total, with officials from each of the three counties 

involved. The interviews provided more specific information about what factors 

influenced individual actor’s decisions. Questions asked aimed to find out strengths and 

weaknesses in each of the county’s response, as well as which actors or what other 

factors may have influenced the response of each county to the spill. I designed the 

questions to be open-ended and vague, as to avoid “leading” questions or any sort of bias 

during the interview1.  

Part C: Quantitative Analysis 

 My analysis can be broken down into two sections: describing and evaluating 

each county’s response effort and then examining why they were different. In order to 

evaluate each response, I created a measure that combined all of the important 

information about the responses into one statistic. More information on this “government 

effectiveness” measure will be given in the next section. Then, I had to evaluate the 

amount of social capital present in each county and how good the intergovernmental 

relationships were in each county, based on observations and information obtained in 

interviews. Then, I listed all the other major factors that were not expected. The analysis 

of all these factors is later in the paper. These qualitative descriptions, combined with the 

government effectiveness index I will be presenting, was used to give a full picture of not 

only how each county managed the oil spill, but why they may have managed it so 

differently. 
                                                        

1 Sample Interview questions can be seen in Appendix A. 
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Part D: Limitations 

There are a few limits to this research design; one being that its dependence on 

the cooperation of parties involved. The number of interviews was limited because some 

parties did not wish to participate. Those who participated may have attempted to paint 

themselves in a better light, influencing the truthfulness of their responses, which may 

have unduly changed my conclusions. Studying three specific counties also means that 

the results may not applicable to other cases. However, this is in exchange for the depth 

and thorough study of each issue involved that a case study does provide that wider, less 

detailed studies may lack. The fact that only three cases were studied will have to be kept 

in mind, however, when evaluating any conclusions and the impact that those conclusions 

may have moving forward when responding to other disasters.  

IV. Government Effectiveness Index 

 Under the Oil Spill Prevention Act, no single county had the authority to react 

directly to the spill (Nelson 2011). The Coast Guard and the responsible party, British 

Petroleum, were the only organizations that could act. Practically, this meant that the 

Coast Guard implemented most plans and BP funded said implementation. To get any 

protection for its’ shorelines, each county had to go through a rigid process. The Coast 

Guard produced a blanket plan that could be used in any County, but it was not tailored to 

each County’s needs (Nelson 2011). To start, a County had to develop its own plan for 

protection of its environmental areas and argue why this plan should be implemented in 

addition to or instead of the pre-existing Coast Guard plan. This plan would then be 

submitted to the State government for approval. Then, the State and the Coast Guard 

would jointly approve the plan before it could be implemented. None of the counties, 
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however, had enough money to cover the costs of following through on any of the 

proposed protection plans. In order to buy the needed equipment BP had to agree to fund 

each county’s plan. Simply put, all three Counties first had to make a plan, get it 

approved by the State and Coast Guard, and then get it funded by BP before they were 

able to act if they wanted any additional protection not given in the blanket plan. 

Part B: Evaluating Government Effectiveness 

The term “government effectiveness” can be taken to mean many different things, 

depending on the context. Each factor used to determine government effectiveness had to 

have a clear connection to the quality of response to the oil spill and be measurable or 

quantifiable. Keeping this in mind, there were four factors that held relevancy in 

evaluating how well each county responded to the oil spill: Date when the county plan 

was approved, when the booms were laid, the number of volunteers trained, and the 

amount of money for advertising received. 

Each of these four factors was used to create an “effectiveness index”, a numeric 

value that should accurately quantify how well each county responded. Every individual 

factor of the response was assigned a value on the scale of 0 to 1. The factors were all 

scaled differently, with the value of “1” given to the county with the “best” response for 

each factor, the value of “0” given to the worst county, and the third county being 

assigned a value that proportional to how well they did in relation to the “1” value—so, if 

one county had booms deployed in 10 days, one in 20 days, and one in 15 days, the third 

would get “.5” because it is right in the middle of the 0 and 1 values. Each of these four 

separate scores combined to create an aggregate figure that represents each county’s 

complete response to the oil spill. This total score is out of 1, with each factor weighted 
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differently depending on importance in context of the overall response effort. The two 

factors weighted the most, 30% apiece overall, are when BP approved each county’s 

plans and when the buoys were deployed. These are the most critical measures because 

these two factors directly impacted how vulnerable the county was to oil. The other two 

factors are slightly less important, weighted 20% apiece, since volunteers and money are 

secondary to actually protecting the physical land from the oil. The equation for the final 

composite score is: (.3 x Plan Approved Figure) + (.3 x Buoys Deployed Figure) + (.2 x 

Volunteers) + (.2 x Money Received).2 

Date when the County Plan Was Approved 

Before any work could be done to prepare each county for the spill, they had to 

have a response plan developed and approved by British Petroleum. Lawmakers designed 

the process like this because most thought disaster preparation should be done on the 

local level since those officials know specifically what each county’s needs are 

(Schneider, 2008, 8). Exactly when BP approved each plan can help measure how well a 

county responded to the oil spill. If a county got a plan together quickly and had it 

approved in a timely manner, it allowed them to more immediately enact the plan and 

protect their county and it signifies that those officials are highly capable. All counties 

were met with the same rigid structure within BP and BP’s reluctance to give anyone 

money. They all had to face the same challenges, so which officials overcame these 

challenges gives some insight into each government’s effectiveness.  

When Booms Were Deployed 

                                                        
2 For more information about the creation of the index, see Appendix 2.0. 
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 The primary element of each county’s plan to protect various areas from oil was 

by laying booms. Booms work on top of the surface of the water. They guide the oil away 

from valued areas to other places where the oil can be collected—this strategy is known 

as “deflect and collect” (Sowdoba 2010). Each county implemented booms in order to 

protect important areas—estuaries where oyster beds were located or particularly 

valuable fishing grounds—from having oil infiltrate them. The earlier counties laid the 

boom, the better, as it lessened the chance that oil could pollute each county’s water. If 

the boom was laid later, it reflects that a county may not have acted as quickly as they 

could have, and exposes that county to a greater risk of pollution in their fishing grounds. 

When each county laid boom must be considered a key element of each county’s 

response. 

How Many Volunteers Were Trained 

 Each county trained volunteers to perform a few functions: clean beaches in 

preparation for oil coming ashore, collecting oil when it washes up on the beach, and 

being able to skim oil off of the surface (Croft 2011). How many volunteers trained in 

each county reflects each county’s ability to mobilize its community and how willing the 

community was to contribute to the response. While volunteerism is often used as a 

proxy measure of social capital, measuring how many volunteers were, in fact, trained 

evaluates how effectively counties tapped into these social capital resources. To be clear, 

social capital is an independent variable, and the dependent variable being measured is 

how effectively counties tapped into their available resources. 

Money Received from British Petroleum 
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 BP, in the days following the oil spill, gave out a lot of money to each county for 

various purposes. They gave out individual claims to businesses and members of the 

community that were particularly influenced, they gave money to county governments to 

cover their plans, and they gave money to counties for advertisements in order to offset 

any negative publicity about the spill. This study only evaluates the amount of money 

received by each county for tourism for a few reasons. Firstly, any money received by 

individuals from BP does not truly reflect the county’s abilities to respond properly, 

especially since many claims that have been paid out by BP have been proven to be false 

or overstated. Secondly, many county governments are still in the process of collecting 

from BP, and many are suing British Petroleum. Money received by the county from BP 

would not be a fully accurate measure because most counties are attempting to receive 

more from BP. 

 The state of Florida received a pot of $25 million to distribute among all of the 

counties affected (Bender 2010). Each county developed an advertising proposal and 

submitted it to the state for approval, and the amount of funding given to each county was 

based on these proposals. How much of this 25 million each county received directly 

reflects the ability of the county to lay out a clear need and coherent proposal for funds. 

While each of the counties studied may not have strictly tourist economies, these 

advertising dollars could also be used to market the ailing fishing industry. This made 

advertising money valuable to all industries and all economies—whether the counties had 

primarily tourist or fishing economies. The amount of money each county received for 

advertisements reflect the capabilities of each county to received funds from BP after the 

fallout of the oil spill—another important aspect of the disaster response. 
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Part C: County Index Ratings 

Wakulla County 

 The county’s response effort was delegated, in large part, to Emergency 

Management Director Scott Nelson. Nelson had experience with disaster management on 

a state level and, given this prior experience, was seen as the best person to be in charge 

of the response (Artz 2011). Mr. Nelson formulated the plan and interacted with state 

officials and BP on behalf of the County. Mr. Nelson made the decision to defer to the 

Coast Guard’s expertise and advice for a large part of the response. He had two reasons 

for this decision. First, under the Oil Spill Prevention Act, he did not believe that he had 

jurisdiction to lead the response effort. Instead, he thought that the law mandated that BP 

and the Coast Guard be in charge of the response. Secondly, neither he nor most citizens 

of Wakulla were trained experts in handling hazardous materials. Nelson believed that 

the coast guard officials, who had more specific training in handling tar balls, should be 

in charge of the effort (Nelson 2011). 

 Mr. Nelson had his plan approved by BP on May 19. It took a little longer to 

negotiate with BP because the initial proposal left much of Wakulla’s lands unprotected. 

Mr. Nelson then worked with BP and a separate environmental consultant group to create 

a plan that protected all of Wakulla’s natural lands (Nelson 2011). In addition to the 

County’s plan, Wakulla’s natural park, St. Mark’s Preserve, created a separate plan to 

protect its own lands. Mr. Nelson left the protection of federally protected lands— 

recognized federal parks—up to the federal government. 

 Many individuals within the community pushed to prepare for the spill. The 

community organized two separate beach cleanups (Nelson 2011). Local activists pushed 
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publicly for more training for the citizens of Wakulla. This led to a training session at 

Wakulla High School on May 24 where 1500 local fishermen and citizens received 

training in handling tar balls and skimming oil (Jensen 2010). Additional HazMat 

training occurred from May 17th to June 12th (Commission Minutes 6/7/10). Local 

organizations, like a wildlife refuge and marine lab, were active in raising awareness 

about the animal population and how they could possibly be affected (Artz 2011). While 

much of the community mobilized to help protect the county, it was not very effective 

because BP hired outside fisherman to skim oil and hired professionals to handle any sort 

of issues relating to hazardous materials (Artz 2011).  

 Wakulla finally got its booms deployed on June 27. Mr. Nelson explained that it 

took the Coast Guard quite awhile to deploy all of the booms because they simply did not 

have enough resources allocated to them to properly do the job (Nelson 2011). After the 

county deployed booms, the Wakulla Department of Tourism, led by Pam Portwood, 

submitted an advertising plan with proposed funding amounts to the state of Florida and 

Wakulla was awarded $50,000 (Commission Minutes 6/7/10). Wakulla had difficulties 

getting more money simply because they were far away from the spill and one of the least 

affected counties. Going forward, even today, Wakulla County struggles to get fully 

reimbursed from BP for its efforts to protect its county (Stewart 2011). 

Gulf County 

 Gulf County was the closest to the spill and the most affected by the spill out of 

the three counties. However, its response was fraught with complications.3 Commissioner 

                                                        

3 It should be noted that I was only able to obtain 2 interviews from Gulf County 
officials. These, along with public records of committee transcripts and newspaper 
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Bill Williams took a leadership role because, as the vice president of the Florida 

Association of Counties, he was in the best position to lobby for the interests of the 

County (Croft 2011). He was the official representative of the county in meetings with 

higher up state officials in Tallahassee (Richardson 2011). Marshall Nelson, the county’s 

emergency management director, took charge of the plan and tailoring it to protect the 

bay. The county largely went along with BP’s proposal, and did little to augment it. The 

office mostly monitored the situation, while BP and the Coast Guard handled most of the 

response (Richardson 2011).  

 One of the major issues with Gulf County’s response to the oil spill lay in 

conflicts on the board of county commissioners. The board took responsibility for 

representing the county and making decisions on its behalf—from supporting the plan to 

deciding to hire legal representation to attempt to get more money from BP. The progress 

on these issues suffered a major setback when three out five county commissioners 

recused themselves from voting on any BP related issues due to conflicts of interest 

(Farrington 2010). Any issues already decided regarding BP had to be re-voted by the 

two commissioners left without any conflicts. For example, when the county tried to hire 

attorneys to sue BP, the entire commission voted and decided to hire counsel. When the 

three commissioners recused themselves, the two remaining commissioners re-voted and 

decided to fire the counsel they had just hired (Farrington 2010). The resignation of three 

commissioners mid-crisis stagnated much progress towards responding to the spill 

                                                        

articles, are the basis of my analysis. Many of the important officials involved in the 
response declined participation in my study. 
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 While the booms in Gulf County were deployed by June 23, this does not tell the 

whole story. The plan implemented was not the plan that the county proposed or desired 

(Croft 2010a). BP did not approve the plan the county crafted until July 21 (Croft 2010b), 

and, even then, the plan was not what the county truly wanted. The booms deployed on 

the 23 did not fully protect St. Joseph Bay, the main environmental feature of Gulf 

County. The plan used until BP approved Gulf’s personalized plan was the general plan 

the Coast Guard had for every county—it did not take into account any unique features of 

Gulf County or any areas that may need more attention. By the time the county’s actual 

plan was approved, at the end of July, it was too late—any oil that would affect Gulf 

County had already gotten in. Furthermore, there allegations have arisen that the county 

commissioners improperly profited off of the Oil Spill. Not only did the three 

commissioners who refused to vote on any BP-related issues get jobs from BP, but the 

girlfriend of the Commissioner taking the lead on the response, Bill Williams, got paid 

over $14,000 for “public relations” work done for the county—when she had only started 

said public relations company three weeks after the oil spill (AP 2010). The allegations of 

government corruption further elucidate why the county may have been ineffective in 

receiving the proper funding from BP to protect its coastline. 

 The county denizens also did not mobilize very effectively. Gulf County relies 

more on tourism than fishing, unlike the other two counties, and so there were fewer 

fisherman to mobilize. Fishing only accounts for 1.5% of the economic activity, whereas 

tourism accounts for 11.2% of economic activity in Gulf County (Gulf County Profile 

2011). Furthermore, Gulf County depended more on training that occurred in Franklin 

County rather than setting up their own training (Croft 2011). Even Gulf County 
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Commissioners relied heavily on advice from the board of Franklin County (Parrish 

2011). After preparing a proposal for the State of Florida, Gulf County received $75,250 

for advertising and promotional purposes (Committee Minutes 6/1/10).  

Franklin County 

 Franklin County was the most proactive and successful of the three counties. 

Right after the county found out about the spill, the Head Commissioner, Joseph Parrish, 

went to Louisiana to receive training and to get an idea of how other counties started 

handling the issue (Parrish 2011). Instead of then delegating the responsibility of creating 

a plan for Franklin County to the emergency management department, Franklin County 

convened a meeting with over 40 stakeholders—including local fishermen, business 

people and environmental groups ---to get input about what areas are the most sensitive 

and needed the most protection (Parrish 2011). The resulting plan was detailed and 

personalized to Franklin County. Franklin was the first county in Florida to submit a plan 

and have it approved by BP—it was approved on May 13—and its plan was used as a 

guideline in other counties (Parrish 2011). 

 Franklin County exists as a home to one of only a handful of United Nations 

designated biospheres (Sovereignty 2011) due to the fact that it has, per square foot, the 

most productive estuary in the U.S.—particularly for oysters. For this reason, many in the 

county felt a sense of urgency regarding oil potentially threatening this very delicate and 

unique environmental feature. When it appeared as though the Coast Guard would be 

slow in deploying booms, Franklin County decided to hire its own outside contractors to 

lay its booms (Parrish 2010). The County, however, did not have the funding to hire 

contractors on its own. The county did two things to compensate for this. First, the county 
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commissioners worked very closely with the Secretary of the Department of Environment 

Protection, Mike Sole, to get funding for the county’s plan. BP gave the state of Florida 

an allocation of $50 million to give out to counties to provide for initial protection and 

Franklin County received $15 million of this funding because Mike Sole felt that 

Franklin’s biosphere needed to be protected (Parrish 2010). This $15 million covered 

most of the initial costs for hiring the private contractors. The county then worked with 

contractors to get them to agree to receive the $15 million upfront, and to wait to be 

reimbursed by BP for any additional costs associated with the plan (Parrish 2010). 

 Hiring private contractors resulted in Franklin County deploying its booms first, 

on June 20. The contractors only had to work in Franklin County, allowing them to be 

more effective (Parrish 2010). As far as community mobilization, many different 

organizations took an active role in training people to be prepared for oil hitting Franklin. 

The Apalachicola River Keepers organization, an environmental non-profit group that 

advocates for the protection of the natural resources in Franklin County, handled all 

volunteer training, and held sessions open to people not only from Franklin County, but 

also any surrounding areas (Tonsmiere 2011). While the riverkeepers did not keep 

records of every volunteer who showed up to events, they did high-level training (how to 

handle toxic materials, how to work with animals) with 112 people (Tonsmiere 2011). 

The FSU Marine Lab and the River Keepers also became very proactive in monitoring 

water quality, and raising awareness about Franklin County’s needs (Committee Minutes 

5/18/10). The 40-person committee used to create a plan, however, remains the biggest 

example of community mobilization in Franklin County.  
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 Regarding money for advertising, the Chair of Franklin’s Tourism Council, Ms. 

Spohrer, developed a plan by May 12 to submit to the state of Florida for funding 

(Tourism Minutes 5/12/10) which resulted in Franklin County receiving $252,000 for 

advertising in its county (Tourism Minutes 5/25/10).  

Comparing the Three Response Efforts 

 Table 2.0 County Government Response and Effectiveness Index Values 

County Franklin Wakulla Gulf 

When Plan 
Was 
Approved 

May 13th 

Index Value: 
1 

May 19th  

Index Value: 
.91 

July 1st  

Index Value: 
0 

When Plan 
Was 
Implemented 

June 20th  

Index Value: 
1 

June 27th 

Index Value: 
0 

June 23rd 

Index Value: 
.428 

Number of 
Volunteers 
Trained 

1124 

Index Value: 
0 

1500 

Index Value: 
1 

 

600 

Index Value: 
.4 

Amount of 
Money For 
Tourism 

$252,350 

Index Value: 
1 

$50,000 

Index Value: 
0 

$75,250 

Index Value: 
.294 

Composite 
Effectivenes
s Score 

.75 .473 .2672 

 

                                                        
4 This number does not completely reflect Franklin County’s volunteerism—this is the 
only information recorded about highly trained volunteers, whereas the other two 
numbers reflect the total amount of turnout at activities, which explains why Franklin 
County’s number is smaller. 
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When evaluating the three counties’ responses, Franklin County was obviously 

the most successful, as seen in Table 2.0. It not only received far more money for 

advertising (despite being further away from the spill than Gulf County), but also got its 

plan approved the earliest, and got its booms laid the quickest. Franklin County also 

become a training hub for all three counties, and the other two counties referenced 

Franklin’s plans to inform their own actions, with Gulf County even attending Franklin 

County commissioners meetings (Committee Minutes 5/4/10). Wakulla County 

performed the second-best—it did not have its booms deployed or plan approved as 

quickly as Franklin, but it did do much better than Gulf County. While it received far less 

money for advertising, on the whole, it performed better than Gulf County. Gulf County, 

with conflicts on its board of commissioners and its inability to get its plan approved by 

BP, struggled the most out of the three counties. 

V. Explaining the Disparities in the Response 

A. Social Capital’s Role 

 Social Capital, in this case, was very difficult to quantify. The only true measures 

available are the presence of organizations in each area, like nonprofit groups. By looking 

at the presence and impact these organizations have in each county, I determined that 

each county either had a “high”, “moderate” or “low” presence of social capital. 

Table 3.0 Presence of Social Capital 

County Franklin Gulf Wakulla 

Presence of Social 
Capital 

High Low Moderate 
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Franklin County did have more “social capital” resources than the other two counties—

instead they had numerous environmental organizations present that took an active role in 

the response and able to mobilize citizens as well as serve as a resource to the board of 

commissioners when they went to plan their response. The presence of social capital 

really had a significant impact in Franklin County. Franklin crafted a plan and received 

approved in less than two weeks because they had other groups, like the River Keepers 

and the Marine Lab, assisting with the creation of the plan. The fact that Franklin 

accessed these 40 different stakeholders to discuss its plan allowed the county to be 

quicker, and to come up with a more comprehensive plan. Franklin also received more 

expert input on the plan from different environmentalists in the area because of the 

presence of these organizations. In this way, the presence of social capital resources did 

assist them in various aspects. More interestingly, it is the fact that Franklin County 

actively engaged with the resources available in its county, bringing in various 

stakeholders and outside groups like the Riverkeepers for assistance. In this case, just the 

mere presence of social capital was not necessarily the key factor—it was, rather, the 

county’s decision to utilize all of the resources that they did have. 

 Furthermore, the lack of social capital resources in Gulf County really negatively 

impacted them and their response. Gulf County depends mostly on tourism, which makes 

up almost 12% of its economy (Gulf County Profile 2011), and less on fishing, which 

only makes up 1% of its economy (Economy in Gulf County 2011). Since the economy 

depended less on fishing, there were less environmental groups in Gulf County than the 

other two counties. The nature of a tourist economy, as will be discussed a little bit later, 

also predisposes Gulf County to have fewer organizations present. More so, they did not 
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have many citizens in the county mobilized for the effort—most of the training occurred 

in Franklin County rather than Gulf County (Croft 2011). They only had 600 people 

volunteer, a significantly lesser amount than Wakulla County and, most likely, Franklin 

County (although this cannot be confirmed by the data) (“Cleanup Jobs” 2010). This 

shows that there must not have been many groups present that would mobilize people—

the lack of volunteers not only indicates a dearth in social capital but, more so, a lack in 

utilization of any social capital that may have been present. Paradoxically, the smaller 

group of people working on the issue seems to have inhibited Gulf County’s ability to get 

a plan together. While, normally, one would assume that smaller coalitions are better, the 

results of Gulf County failing with a small coalition and Franklin County succeeding with 

a larger coalition indicates otherwise. 

Furthermore, a major part of social capital theory claims that areas with high 

levels of social capital have more responsive and generally better government officials. 

The contrast between Franklin County and Gulf County’s response illustrates this. 

Perhaps the fact that Franklin County had so many citizens willing to volunteer shows 

that they have a highly proactive, involved citizenry. This may be why the County 

Commissioners became so involved and hands-on in response to the oil spill—because 

they had a proactive citizenry that held them accountable. By contrast, Gulf County did 

not pssess a highly involved citizenry. This may be why Gulf County officials did not 

feel compelled to be proactive and, in fact, acted against the interest of the county in 

certain situations, leading to charges of government corruption.  

Wakulla County illustrates how social capital resources are meaningless if they 

are not properly mobilized and applied. While Wakulla residents responded to the call to 
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be active in protecting their county by volunteering, their efforts went to waste because 

the government did not allow them to do anything meaningful. Mr. Nelson and the 

Board’s decision to defer to the Coast Guard and BP undercut how involved individuals 

within the community could be. Furthermore, Mr. Nelson and his consulting group 

developed their plan on their own, without input of any community stakeholders, limiting 

any citizen’s ability to truly contribute. There may be social capital ripe to be used to help 

accomplish a goal, but if it governments do not tap into these resources, any social capital 

present will not help. This could be one reason why Wakulla was not as successful as 

Franklin—they did not properly manage all of the resources within their community that 

was available to them. 

The type of industry present in each county also impacted the presence of these 

social capital organizations. As previously stated, Gulf County’s economy centers around 

tourism. Franklin County and Wakulla County are fishing based—fishing composes 12% 

of Franklin’s economy (Economy of Franklin 2011). The bonding level in each 

community differs depending on the economy. Thomas Angelo, a fisherman in Wakulla 

County, described to me how fisherman tended to band together before and after the spill 

(Angelo 2011). The tourist industry is a detached one—different hotels are not friendly 

with their competition or members of a “hotel organization” that unites them all. So, on a 

deeper level, the type of industry present can also impact how tight the community is. 

Certain communities clearly banded together more so than others. This may have been 

because of the fundamental differences in bonding and interaction in each county based 

on the type of economy present in each county, suggesting that there certain conditions 

make it more likely for the formation of social capital.  
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A few things can be learned from this case study about social capital. The 

presence of social capital in an area can have in impact in disaster response situations. 

More importantly, social capital’s existence in the ether of a county or an area does not 

automatically improve response efforts. Leaders, either in the government or outside of it, 

must be proactive in mobilizing the resources that are available to it. Social capital 

merely existing did not have much impact in this case, or else Wakulla County would 

have performed better. Government has to openly acknowledge and engage with these 

sources of social capital in order to reap all of the benefits that come with having these 

resources.  

B. The Intergovernmental Lobby 

 While social capital is important piece to the puzzle of explaining the disparities 

in each county’s response, the intergovernmental lobbying relationships were the most 

important aspect of the response. As Mr. Nelson stated, the hardest part was getting a seat 

at the negotiating table and getting recognized as a stakeholder by BP. This ability to talk 

with BP and the Coast Guard was critical—especially since BP and the federal 

government had to approve any plans before they were implemented. How quickly these 

plans were approved and how fast they were implemented depended largely on the 

working relationships each of the counties had with different levels of government. Once 

again, no clear way to measure how many relationships each county had with higher 

levels of government exist. Observationally, however, the amount of relationships each 

county had with other levels of government ranged from “high amount” to “moderate 

amount” to “few”. 

Table 4.0 Intergovernmental Relationships 
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County Franklin Gulf Wakulla 

Amount of 
Relationships 

High Amount Few Moderate Amount 

 

 This importance of these relationships became especially apparent in Franklin 

County. One of the reasons they received the money needed to hire private contractors—

which resulted in them deploying their booms much earlier than any other county—was 

because the County Commissioners had a working relationship with DEP Secretary Mike 

Sole. This prior relationship blossomed out of working with DEP previously to protect 

Apalachicola Bay (Tonsmiere 2011) and allowed them to talk with Sole about, and later 

receive, the funds needed to implement their plan and do it quickly.  

 Wakulla County also benefitted from good relationships with state government. 

Mr. Nelson had previously worked for state emergency management for a number of 

years before joining Wakulla County emergency management (Artz 2011). His 

experience allowed him to have a more thorough understanding of what officials were 

looking for from the county, and gave him already established contacts within the next 

level of government (Artz 2011). This contributed to Wakulla’s ability to also get its plan 

prepared and approved in a timely manner. One of the reasons Gulf County may have 

struggled in getting its plan approved as quickly as the other two counties was its lack of 

such ties to other levels of government. While Bill Williams served on the board of 

counties, he did not have contacts in that next level of government. Without these 

contacts it took Gulf months to get its plan approved—and even that was not the plan 

they wanted.  
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 A large part of the success of the intergovernmental lobby lies in the willingness 

of officials at higher levels of government to listen to county officials, to get the county a 

seat at the table. Relationships with different levels of government play a critical role in 

the success of each county. At the most basic level, this is truly a story about 

relationships. Good relationships with officials at varying levels of government and 

previous working knowledge about the process allowed Franklin to succeed. A dearth of 

connections or previous experience proved fatal for Gulf County when responding to the 

spill. This study really illustrates the importance of paying attention to these 

relationships. While no strict laws governing the interactions between different levels of 

government exist, these relationships can have such a huge impact on outcomes—more 

than an outsider might believe.  

C. Delegation of Responsibilities 

 Each county took a different stance on that party that should be in charge of the 

spill response, which had an impact on the results.  Franklin County, unlike other 

counties, was not satisfied in deferring to the Coast Guard and BP. When it was apparent 

how long it would take for the Coast Guard to lay the booms, Franklin took matters into 

its own hands and hired a private contractor to do the work that the Coast Guard did in 

every other county. This break from the traditional viewpoint of “responsibility” in the 

response was high risk-reward: while this meant forgoing the help of “professionals” who 

may have more knowledge regarding handling these materials or these response efforts, it 

also meant that they could shorten the time it would take to put their plan in place. In this 

case, the gamble paid off—Franklin County succeeded in both getting its plan approved 

and implemented because of its proactive response 
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Wakulla County delegated the responsibilities pertaining to the spill to Scott 

Nelson. While Nelson did attempt to get extra areas of Wakulla County protected, he also 

hesitated in taking a more active role, as he saw BP and the Coast Guard as the primary 

leads on any response effort. He felt that he did not have the right HazMat training or the 

proper authority to lead the effort (Nelson 2011). While Nelson’s proactive behavior did 

result in greater areas of Wakulla being protected, the county’s booms did not get 

deployed as early as Franklin County’s because they relied solely on the Coast Guard. 

The Coast Guard, as Nelson described, did not have adequate resources to handle the 

problem, and took much longer than Franklin County’s private contractors to lay the 

buoys. If, perhaps, Wakulla had seen it more as its own responsibility to directly control 

the response, they may have been as quick as Franklin County. 

Gulf County also deferred to BP and the Coast Guard to dictate the response. 

Unlike Wakulla County, however, it was not able to get its own additional plan approved 

until late July. Gulf County had to rely solely on what the Coast Guard and BP had 

planned. This resulted in it having its buoys deployed last out of the three counties, 

despite the fact that Gulf County was the closest to the spill and the most likely to be 

affected. The result occurred because of the decisions the county made to delegate 

responsibility to BP and the Coast Guard, rather than being taking the more proactive 

stance of Franklin or Wakulla counties. 

The decision of whether or not to delegate to the other areas of government 

became critical. Many reasons drove this decision on each County’s part. Some had 

specific personnel pushing them towards one direction, like Scott Nelson, while others 
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had commissioners that wanted to take things into their own hands, like those in Franklin 

County. 

D.) Environmental Resources Present in Each County 

 The various environmental resources already present in each county had both a 

direct and an indirect effect on each county’s ability to effectively respond to the spill. 

This was a surprising finding, as each county appeared, initially, to have similar types of 

natural resources—bays and fishing lands that were particularly important. In Franklin 

County, the fact that they had a U.N. Biosphere site in its county directly contributed to 

its ability to get the funding in advance it needed to hire private contractors. The reason 

that DEP Secretary Mike Sole took such an interest in allowing Franklin to fully 

implement their plan was because they had this valuable estuary that, once contaminated 

with oil, would never be the same again (Parrish 2011). Franklin County Commissioners 

used this environmental resource as leverage to gain the money needed for the response. 

Furthermore, the presence of these environmental resources resulted in the presence of 

many groups, like the FSU Marine Lab and the River Keepers, which helped in the 

response. As previously mentioned, these groups helped cultivate social capital and 

contributed to the planning of the response. They would not have been attracted to 

Franklin County if it did not have its highly valuable estuaries. Indirectly, the fact that 

Franklin County had these precious environmental resources and that the main economic 

activity in the county was fishing really motivated the community, and really inspired 

people to mobilize. Citizens felt that, because their livelihood depended on the health of 

the environment, that they had more to lose than counties that had tourist based 

economies (Parrish 2011). The damage that would have been done to the estuaries in 
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Franklin County were seen as threats to the long-term economy of Franklin, so it helped 

inspire people to take immediate, direct action. This contributed to the large mobilization 

of citizens observed in Franklin County. 

 Wakulla County also reaped similar indirect benefits that Franklin County 

received from having valuable environmental resources. Wakulla County has many 

protected lands and also has an economy based around fishing. The spill was seen as a 

threat to many of these fishermen’s livelihood, and this resulted in a huge mobilization of 

members of the community. While Wakulla did not utilize these volunteers to help in 

their effort, they did have more volunteers than they probably would have because they 

had natural resources that people in the county wanted to protect (Artz 2011). 

 Gulf County lacked the environmental resources that the other two counties had. 

Gulf County relies primarily on tourism, not fishing (Richardson 2011). As a result, they 

did not have the type of groups that Franklin County had to help respond. They also did 

not have environmental resources to leverage for funds, or a sense of urgency that would 

inspire people to volunteer. Beaches can be easily cleaned, so the spill was not seen as a 

threat to the long-term ability of Gulf County to be an attractive tourist location (Parrish 

2011). Since people did not feel like the spill directly threatened their livelihood, they 

were less willing to get trained and help the County prepare for the spill.  

VI. Conclusion 

A.) Implications for Future Disaster Response Efforts and Policy 

 The results of this study holds significance moving forward when shaping policy 

and procedures to prepare for another possible oil spill. Most importantly, the study 

illustrates the value in having a plan prepared ahead of time to guide each county’s 
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actions. It took Gulf County over two months to get its plan approved, these two months 

could have been saved if they were mandated to have a plan prepared already.  

 Another important policy consideration is the clarification of roles in the 

response. Each county took a different stance on who should be in charge of the spill 

response, with Franklin County taking control for themselves while Gulf and Wakulla 

Counties deferred to the Coast Guard. The fact that these differences arose indicates that 

there needs to be more clarity in the law about what level of government should control 

the oil spill response. Benefits and hindrances to having either local governments or the 

Coast Guard in charge need to be further discussed. State governments must take steps to 

clarify each actor’s role in the response effort to prevent the sort of confusion that 

plagued each of the counties in this study.  

B.) Changing Perceptions of “Effective” Government 

 This study focuses in on three specific ways we should be thinking more about 

government—first, in how government interacts with resources present in society, 

second, the importance of relationships within governmental bodies and, lastly, how we 

should think about bigger government. 

 The results of this study indicate that government would work better, be more 

effective, if they tap into social resources present in the community. Policy makers often 

overlook or leave out these groups in the decision making process. This study suggests 

that we should incorporate all of these valuable resources present out in society into 

government in order to make better policy. Social capital and the resources associated 

with it can be invaluable for governments if they only seek out the help of these members 

of society. 
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 Relationships are also vital in getting any work within government accomplished. 

This study tells us that these relationships can matter much more than we think. Most 

interestingly, these relationships mattered just as much, if not more, than social capital 

resources. Government officials, when hiring, should value people who interact well with 

others and build these relationships. Furthermore, we should place more value on 

officials with previous experience that have cultivated past connections because these 

connections can be invaluable. Government workers should also always think carefully 

about their interactions with others—anyone they interact with. These relationships hold 

value and the most effective officials are the ones who have always been cognizant of the 

importance of relationships and who try to grow these relationships. 

 The most intriguing conclusion from this study is this counterintuitive finding that 

the bigger, more diverse coalition government was the most effective—Franklin County. 

Typically, people tend to think that the less people involved in making policy, the better. 

That way the process can be streamlined and consistent and there will be less in fighting. 

This case study shows that not only can a diverse coalition government be effective, but 

also it can be more effective than a government run by just a few people, like in Gulf 

County. The ability to delegate tasks within a large coalition group and to get ideas from 

all of these people enabled Franklin County to quickly get a plan in place and protect its 

land. When done correctly, and when managed properly, having many people available to 

assist you in creating policy can actually lead to better policy at a quicker pace. 

C.) Implications for Future Study 

This case study also provides an interesting perspective for the literature. These 

varying responses occurred, primarily, because of the intergovernmental lobby. Social 
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capital also played a role, but only when the county tapped into these resources. This 

suggests that social capital is not always the deciding factor in government efficacy and, 

more so, that social capital can be marginalized in certain situations when leaders do not 

use this capital. Moving forward, there need to be more studies conducted where social 

capital may be a marginalized factor to determine if this is something that occurs 

frequently and universally, or if this is a unique situation. The findings also indicate that 

the type of industry present in an area can influence the formation of social capital. 

Further research needs to be done to see if this is true elsewhere. 

The interaction between intergovernmental relationships and social capital 

resources also merits future study. In this instance, both were important in different ways, 

with relationships with different levels of government being slightly more important, just 

because these relationships resulted in the key funds necessary for Franklin County to 

enact its plans. The results indicate that, in situations where communication between 

different of levels of government must occur, social capital can still be important, if not 

as important as relationships with different levels of government. Further research needs 

to be done to examine whether or not, in similar disaster response situations, social 

capital ever supersedes the importance of governmental relationships, or if government 

connections are always more important—even if only slightly so.  
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VII. APPENDICES 

A. Appendix 1.0: Sample Interview Questions 

-Can you give me a chronology or timeline as to how events in the oil spill played out? 

-Thinking back to the day the oil spill first occurred, could you walk me through what 

you did as you began to formulate your response? What decisions were made first and 

who was involved? What decisions did you make second? Third? 

-What problems did you encounter and how did you handle them? 

-What was your role in the response effort? 

-How were roles/tasks delegated during the response? 

-Did you work in conjunction with other counties? 

B. Appendix 2.0: Government Efficiency Index 

 Table 2.0 County Government Response and Effectiveness Index Values 

County Franklin Wakulla Gulf 

When Plan 
Was 
Approved 

May 13th 

Index Value: 
1 

May 19th  

Index Value: 
.91 

July 1st  

Index Value: 
0 

When Plan 
Was 
Implemented 

June 20th  

Index Value: 
1 

June 27th 

Index Value: 
0 

June 23rd 

Index Value: 
.428 

Number of 
Volunteers 
Trained 

1125 

Index Value: 
0 

1500 

Index Value: 
1 

 

600 

Index Value: 
.4 

                                                        
5 This number is not completely reflective of Franklin County’s volunteerism—this is the 
only information recorded about highly trained volunteers, whereas the other two 
numbers reflect the total amount of turnout at activities, which explains why Franklin 
County’s number is smaller. 
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Amount of 
Money For 
Tourism 

$252,350 

Index Value: 
1 

$50,000 

Index Value: 
0 

$75,250 

Index Value: 
.294 

Composite 
Effectivenes
s Score 

.75 .473 .2672 

 

Overall Formula:  

(.3 x Plan Approved Figure) + (.3 x Buoys Deployed Figure) + (.2 x Volunteers) + (.2 x 

Money Received). 

When the Plans Were Approved: 

The “1” value was assigned to the earliest date when a plan was approved—which was 

May 13 (Franklin County). Referring to the timeline, plans were approved on a weekly 

basis—with 11 weeks separating when the first and last plans were approved. The last 

date the plans were approved was July 21 (Gulf County), so this got the 0. Wakulla 

County was given a value in relation to its place between the 0 and 1, defined in weeks it 

took to get the plan approved. 

When the Booms Were Deployed 

The “1” value was assigned to the earliest date the boom was deployed, which was June 

20 (Franklin County). Each county was only separated by days—with the last county 

getting its booms laid on the 27 (Gulf County) and receiving the 0. Wakulla county was 

given its value based on the proportion, in days, between it and the county that got the 

“1”.  

How Many Volunteers Were Trained 
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The “1” value was assigned to the highest amount of volunteers that were trained, in this 

case 1500 (Wakulla County). Franklin County technically had the fewest volunteers with 

112 and got the “0” and Gulf County got assigned a value using how many hundreds of 

volunteers it was away from the 1 value. 

Money Received from British Petroleum 

The “1” value was given to the county that had the most money, which was $252,350 

(Franklin County). The “0” went to Wakulla County, which only received $50,000. The 

third value was assigned based on the relative differences between it and the highest and 

lowest values. 

 


